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Graduation
By: Maria Capalbo

According to UsMagazine.com, celebrity exes Melanie Griffith
and her ex-husband Antonio Banderas put all hostilities aside
between  them,  and  came  together  to  watch  their  daughter,
Stella, receive her diploma at graduation!  Despite being
divorced after their 19 years of celebrity marriage, Griffith
and  Banderas  showed  the  great  love  they  have  for  their
successful  daughter.  Even  though  Griffith  covered  up  the
tattoo she got with Banderas’ name on it, she could not cover
up the joy she has for her daughter!

These celebrity exes aren’t holding
a  grudge.  What  are  some  ways  to
remain amicable with your ex?

Cupid’s Advice:

There’s no doubt about the fact that break-ups and divorces
are tough. In fact, they aren’t always amicable. That being
said, it’s important to let go of your grudge before too long.
Cupid’s got some relationship advice:

1. Move forward from the past: Do not dwell on the past
problems you and your ex-partner used to have, as that can
lead lead to fighting. You have closed the door on them, and
it is time to get over it and move on! No matter how much they
might have hurt you, forgive and forget. It will only make you
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feel better in the end.

Related Link: Melanie Griffith Erases Antonio Banderas From
Heart Tattoo Post-Split

2.  Do  not  ask  about  their  personal  relationships:  Being
concerned with who your ex is now “seeing” or “talking to” can
lead to jealousy and other problems. Do not wonder who they
are with, and keep it civil between the both of you. Worry
about your next hot date instead of theirs!

Related  Link:  Considering  Divorce?  Ask  Yourself  Three
Questions

3. Keep in touch once in awhile: Just because they are your ex
does not mean that you cannot be friends. Check up on them
once in awhile to see how they are doing. Be there for them if
they need someone to talk to on certain occasions!

What are some ways you’ve kept it civil between you and your
ex? Comment below!
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